We
change
every
breeze
into megawatts.
Planning implementation
and operation of offshore wind farms with
EWE Offshore Service & Solutions GmbH.
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Whether on land or at sea, wind
accompanies us most everywhere we go.
It moves everything it touches, and in
doing so, shapes our lives. Sometimes,
it’s calm and enjoyable, while other
times, it can frighten or worry us. Even
when it’s not blowing, it still continues
to influence our lives. It can be brutal,
but also tame. Its energy goes to waste,
and yet is so valuable. We harness all
this potential and turn it into energy.
Thanks, wind.
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Our
benchmark
for company
success is
called
Beaufort.
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Offshore
is our
passion.
In meteorological terms, wind is somewhat
clinically described as “strong currents of
air” that are created in part by “spatial
differences in air pressure distribution.” We
at EWE Offshore Service & Solutions see
wind as something more than just that. Our
key area of expertise is the generation of
wind electricity at sea. This is combined with
a focus on the accompanying electrical sub
stations, which form the heart of any wind
farm. For us, the longevity of our offshore
wind farms is crucial, which is why each step,
from planning to operation, is handled with
the utmost care and technical dedication.
This mix of engineering excellence and the
human aspect of creating new possibil
ities makes working with EWE OSS both
profitable and a pleasure.

We examine
the smallest of
details in order
to see the
entire picture.

The teams make the difference
Aside from operative planning, it’s essential
that every wind farm has the right team,
who meet every challenge with a realistic
and economical solution. Without our highly
qualified specialists and professionals, EWE
OSS would just be another service provider
in the branch. What makes us stand out is
our “can-do” mentality, a feeling of commu
nity, and our vast technical experience in
the field.

Profile

Farther,
deeper,
stronger.

Ahead
is where
the wind
blows.

alpha ventus,
Riffgat, Borkum
West. And
now it’s your
project’s turn.
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In 2006, we began with the planning of alpha
ventus – Germany’s first offshore wind farm.
Since then, we’ve grown used to superlatives.
Never before had there been a wind farm
built so far from the coastline (64 kilome
ters) or at such a depth (32 meters). What’s
more, each turbine had a rated power of five
megawatts, which was record-breaking at
the time. This milestone helped set the bar for
the entire sector. During its planning, build
ing, and operation, new industry standards
were defined, whose relevance is just im
portant today as back then. Everything had
to be completely rethought, developed, and
perfected. But the following success was
worth it. In 2018, alpha ventus is set to gener
ate an incredible two terawatts of energy.

Profile
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We’re still
hungry and
have never
rested on past
successes.

Turning
experience
into competence.

In 2010, as alpha ventus went into operation,
we were given a new challenge – the com
plete project development of Riffgat: Ger
many’s first commercially operated offshore
wind farm. Here, we were able to use all our
previously gathered knowledge and expe
rience and completed the project not only
on time, but also with the highest degree
of cost effectiveness and quality. And that’s
not just us talking, but also the jury members
of the “German Renewables Award” who
awarded us for the project in 2014.

From pioneer to routineer.
Looking back, we’re very proud of all that
we have accomplished. This said, we’re still
hungry and have never rested on past suc
cesses. On the contrary, we still enjoy the
thrill of each new challenge and approach
every project with a powerful combination
of knowledge, precision, and passion. And
we still know how important it is to keep
one’s balance even in times of change. We
look forward to meeting all your project’s
needs and goals.

Wind comes
with lots
of surprises.
We have the
answers.

When you’re out here, it’s time to cut to the chase and get to the point. That’s why on
the following pages, you have a complete overview of our service profile. And in case
you have any further questions, we’re always available and happy to answer them.
You can reach us at +49 (0) 441 350 21 151 for all your queries.

Service Overview

For most,
it’s just
a weather
phenomenon.
For us, it’s
the Energiewende.

We see every project as a complete life cy
cle – from initial feasibility studies, planning,
and plant construction – to cold and hot wind
farm commissioning and final energy grid
delivery. When desired, we also take care
of the direct marketing of the generated
energy, as well as the dismounting of the
wind farms, once they have reached their
full life cycle. A common term or marketing
phrase here would be full-service provider.
But that term has become somewhat stale
and meaningless from our point of view.
That’s why we prefer open and honest
straight talk and tell you up front what you
can expect.

Offshore is
always
demanding
but never
impossible.

Give us the
green light,
and we’ll
take care
of the rest.
What makes working with us different is that
we not only take care of each little techni
cal detail at every phase, but also have an
expert eye for the picture as a whole. This
not only means extensive expertise, but also
the ability to take risks, a deep understand
ing of sustainability, and environmental
compatibility. After all, at the end of the day
it’s about installing technologically complex
plants in inhospitable locations. What’s
more, the plant has to generate energy for
many years and under the hardest of con
ditions. Additionally, it must be economical
and operate problem-free 24/7. We can’t
offer you anything more than this, but also
nothing less.
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Project Manager / Project Developer

It’s not
about what
we can
do, but what
you need.

There is a saying that if you plan everything in
advance, nothing can go wrong later. And it’s
true! That’s why, during the planning phase,
we’re already thinking about the finished re
sult. What are your expectations from a con
tinually operating offshore wind farm? What
technological necessities must be implement
ed on-site? Is the chosen offshore site even
suitable for what you have planned? And can
the project be realized in an economical,
maintenance-friendly, and danger-free way?
Of course, you and your team have many
more important questions. We and those we
work with do too. That’s why we see our
selves as a coordinator, catalyst, consultant,
realizer and supervisor – as well as commu
nicator, interface manager, troubleshooter,
optimizer, and reliable anchor during the
entire process. We look forward to discussing
what roles your specific project needs and
how to realize all desired goals as quickly
and efficiently as possible.

We take
care of your
project.
Our services
// Feasibility studies
// Profitability calculation
// Interface management
// Permitting process
// Design basis
// Logistics concepts
// Tender preparation
// Installation concepts
// O&M concepts
// IT/SCADA concepts
// Technical specification
// Package management
// Project management
// Documentation

You can’t
make plans
for wind.
Fortunately
for wind
farms, you
can.
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Owner’s Engineer / Consultant

Problems
don’t make the
job impossible
– just more
demanding.

It would be wrong if we said we see ourselves
only in the role of a technical consultant or
owner’s engineer during the realization of
a wind farm. Our commitment and compe
tencies go much deeper. And that means
we’re never on the sidelines or don’t feel a
sense of complete responsibility for what
we do. This may be the case elsewhere,
but that’s different with us. For our parent
group, EWE AG, we are solely responsible
for the planning implementation and oper
ation of multiple offshore wind farms. That’s
why we know that “just a little” support
doesn’t get the job done.

Our services
// C
 oordination of the internal
project team, all suppliers,
engineer offices, and trades
// Continual contact issuer reporting
// Planning control
and adaption implementation
(when necessary)
// Safety control on-site
// Production supervision

From the planning phase – to start-up

// Construction supervision

We consider ourselves as a highly special
ized and integrated competence center.
With our extensive know-how, we’re able to
take on the responsibility of fully realizing
your project. And that within the framework
of set goals, time tables, costs, and quality
expectations. What’s more, our services
have a high degree of scalability and are
thus perfectly tailored to fit all your needs.
In a nutshell: everything!

// HSE support
// Supplier audits
// Documentation
// Acceptance tests
// Hot / Cold commissioning
// Steel construction
// Feasibility studies
// Root cause analysis
// Technical optimization
// Risk assessments
// Training programs
// Solution engineering
// Optimization of existing concepts

We
always
keep calm
during every
project.
Even when
things get
stormy.

Technical Operations Manager

Only the
wind knows
whether
your project
will be a
success.
And us of
course.

ce, something does go wrong, our expert
team is there around the clock in case of
any emergency. All planned maintenance
and repairs ensure a high degree of tech
nical performance and system longevity.
We naturally keep you continually informed
and up-to-date on the condition of your off
shore wind farm and everything else we do
– even in real time.

Hands-on

Offshore
means
always on
duty.

It may sound simple, but in reality, it’s a very
effective formula: our expert teams are
there to continually guarantee that your off
shore substation is running as smoothly
as possible. For the turbines, we either bring
in a tried and tested subcontractor into our
network, or coordinate with your chosen ser
vice provider, for example the manufactur
ers of the wind turbines. You decide which
offer is best for you.

Our services
// O
 perational control of the offshore
wind farm via our central control room
// C
 oordination of all service, repair and
manufacturer teams
// P
 ermanent performance optimization
on all technical and operative levels
// Marine coordination
Wouldn’t it be great to already know what
will happen after your wind farm opens?
We’re not able to give you a perfect predic
tion, but we are prepared for everything.
We permanently control the offshore wind
farms on the high seas, well as the corre
sponding substation, via our 24/7 control
room. There, we’re able to receive and ana
lyze numerous performance data. For us,
it’s all about continually looking ahead and
acting, instead of reacting. And if, perchan

// Offshore control center
// Permit to work system
// Remote switching operations
// Grid management
// 24/7 standby teams
// Substation maintenance services
// Performance management
// Optimization
// HSE management
// Real-time and monthly reporting
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With us, you and your project will never walk alone. Our team’s extensive and bundled
expertise makes it all possible. In addition to this, we’re closely networked with all
subsidiary companies of EWE AG. Together with company specialists, we offer complete
service packages such as the direct marketing of energy, telecommunication solutions
and new information technology. That way, your wind farm is always one step ahead
and fit for the future.

EWE Network

That’s
Seltene
rare
in
the
Ausnahme
offshore
imbusiness:
OffshoreGeschäft:
wind
from
Windevery
aus allen
Richtungen.
direction.

In contrast to other company groups, EWE
Offshore Service and Solutions’ affiliation
with the EWE corporation does not come
with restrictions. On the contrary, we bene
fit in every area from their know-how and
uniquely innovative corporate culture.
This has enabled us to take a leading and
pioneering role not only in terms of offshore
wind energy, but also in new business en
terprises.

Grid infrastructure
EWE belongs to the first utility provider to
actively drive the development of the glass
fiber network in Germany. The goal then was
not only to deploy glass fibers in the streets,
but also to have them reach individual house
holds.

Telecommunication
It seems that the exclusive North Sea eco
nomic zone got an Oldenburg area code.
That’s because of EWE Tel. Many of the off
shore wind farms are continually connected
by EWE Tel via digital-beam radio and land
line.
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Doing everything yourself is
not important:
knowing the
perfect
partner is.

Offshore and Onshore Solutions
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Additional services within
the EWE Group
// Prognosis and feed-in management
// I ntegration of your power plant
into the EWE virtual power plant
// 24/7 trading area access
// P
 ower Purchase Agreements
(PPA) negotiation
// C
 ommunication and data
connection of offshore plants
// Wind farm controlling and surveillance
// Implementation of grid control systems
// I ntelligent networking and supervision
of offshore wind farms
// Telecommunication facilities
and systems
// S
 olutions for the planning and
supervision of service assignments
// HSE management
// Real-time and monthly reporting

Offshore and onshore solutions
With PRINS, we established the first off
shore control system – and with GRID Agent,
BTC was able to offer a reliable wind farm
controller that ensured maximum perfor
mance. And while others were talking
about smart grids, we were already making
them a reality with e-Telligence. The system

was implemented in Cuxhaven and con
sisted of an intelligent, networked system
of energy providers, users, and network tech
nology. Today, with our “enera project”, we
continue to drive change in the new digital
energy arena. EWE NETZ continually strives
for long-term and safe grid integration of off
shore wind energy. This is achieved through
continual optimization and maintenance
of existing and new offshore distribution
stations, as well as storage solutions. And
because governmental compensation even
tually comes to an end, EWE Trading has de
veloped new business models for the future
economic health of your offshore wind farms.

When
it’s stormy
outside, it’s
good to have
the right
connections.

We hope we’ve caught your eye with all the possibilities offshore wind farms have to
offer. But perhaps you have some more questions that need answering. If so, then you’ve
definitely caught our eye. And when that happens, we have questions of our own. What’s
the best way to go from there? Easy – get together, discuss, and see all that’s possible.

EWE Offshore Service & Solutions GmbH
Donnerschweer Str. 22–26 | 26123 Oldenburg | Germany
P +49 441 350 21 151 | F +49 441 803-4195
info-oss@ewe.de

